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In the course of history the Anglo-Saxons substituted the names of their gods for the Roman

names. "Substituted" means ..................... 

replaced called named mentioned

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After the age of ten, our language habits are ................... in our tongue.

finished changed set increased

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Indians were the ................... inhabitants of America.

active general special original

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The cells are so .................. that no one can see them without a microscope.

big tiny different mysterious

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who is travelling and visiting different places is a ................

prisoner doctor psychologist tourist

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following suffixes will be appropriate to change the words study, fame and danger

into adjectives?

ist ize ful ous

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We find possible solutions to our problems when we meet people in books whose problems are

like our own. "whose" in this sentence refers to ...................

solutions people problems books

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A universal language increases cultural and economic ................. among various countries.

ties sites forests differences

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In most countries, elementary education is ...................

pure outstanding compulsory voluntary

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some geysers erupt several times in an hour, but others do not go off for hours, days, weeks, or

even months. 

According to the above sentence ....................

all geysers erupt for several hours

the eruption in most geysers are regular

some geysers frequently go off in an hour

the eruption in some geysers may occur monthly

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The president was charged of ..................... his authority.

misusing misunderstanding

disobeying disappointing

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A small book that tells you how to do something is called ..................

manual magazine job dictionary

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Teachers are familiar with the principles of education and the theories of learning, and  they

understand their students. 

"Their" in this sentence refers to ...............

principles theories students teachers

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The invention of printing as we know it today became a great .................  in the history of

education.

experiment principle milestone profession

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Narcotics may be bought illegally at extremely high prices, so some addicts turn to crime, such as

robbery and prostitution, to support their drug habit.

Acording to this sentence, some addicts commit crime because ...................

they like to commit robbery and prostitution

they sell narcotics illegally

narcotics are very cheap

they want to earn money for their drug habit

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The magician ................. the man into a rabbit.

brought comprehended transformed expanded

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Star-like celestial objects that emit a lot of light or radio waves are called ...................

quasars stars galaxies planets

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Khayyam that means ............... is an epithet probably derived from his father's trade.

tentmaker composer biographer photographer

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My brother lives in a quiet ................. with good shops and parks.

leadership scholarship neighborhood priesthood

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some students may .................. the time they need to answer exam questions, that is to say, they

miscalculate it.

underpay underestimate overrate overvalue

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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When your baby seems to have a temperature, you must take him to a ....................

optician psychologist psychiatrist pediatrician

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Forest covers nearly three quarters of the land and the abundant water ways provide routes by 

which lumber and its products may reach the sea. 

In this sentence which refers to ..............

routes products quarters waterways

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the prices modern man pays for civilization is .........., that is, worry and fear.

development power survival anxiety

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many .................. take money from their employers to meet a personal emergency, intending to

return the money.

robbers embezzlers shoplifter gangester

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The olympic athletes of Greece ............... into the stadium first, in honor of the original Olympics

held in ancient Greece.

commit torture march circulate

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Normally there is little wrong with describing ........................ as what happens when people talk

and listen to each other.

education communication thought relationship

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One kind of religious music helps produce a sense of ...................... among worshipers.

competition explanation ornamentation participation

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We are able to ................... normally and efficiently in all our daily activities.

mention create function align

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person who fails to develop the ability to read with ease and understanding turns to other ways

of gaining information, such as motion pictures, televisions, or other people. The ability to read

rapidly for meaning is an important factor in the rate of learning. 

From this selection we find out that .....................

reading with ease and understanding is an important factor in reading ability

motion pictures, televisions, or other people develop the reading ability

we should not develop the ability to read rapidly for meaning

other ways of gaining information are not easy to turn to

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Fortune-tellers have made ................... based on the order in which a rooster ate grains of wheat

placed on letters drawn on the groung.

predictions methods segments movements

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ................. raised his voice and asked again for a piece of bread and a few pennies.

fence beggar craft delay

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ................... of cigarette smoking would prevent most cases of lung cancer.

circulation information elimination description

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Palestine's location between Egypt and southwest Asia has made it a center of conflict for

thousands of years. 

"conflict" should mean ..................

agreement war connection contribution

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Any study of management must devote a large part of its attention to .....................

intelligence character probability organization

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Working in an assembly line became monotonous so I took a job in advertising.

"monotonous" should mean ...................

interesting skimpy absorbing tiresome

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This man is moving and breathing, but he doesn't talk. May be he is .................

lazy deaf angry stubborn

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I am not to give in just because of a few troubles. "To give in" should mean ............................

deliver hurry up surrender gather up

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The best title for the passage would be ..................

Human beings and culture Chimpanzees and tool making

How animals transmit their cultures The elements of culture among animals

38-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Scientists once thought that only human being had culture. But most of them now believe that

animals also have some elements of culture. For example, some kinds of animals make and use

tools, and the members of many species communicate with one another by means of signs.

Tool making consists basically of taking something found in the environment and using it for a

purpose other than its original function. Elephants break off tree branches and wave them with

their trunks to whisk away flies.

Chimpanzees catch termites by peeling a twig and inserting the sticky, sappy end of the twig into a

termite mound. When a chimpanzee pulls the twig out, termites sticky to it. Young chimpazees

learn this method of catching termites from older member of their group. The technique is a

cultural trait that has been passed along from one generation of chimpanzees to the next.

Many animals use various kinds of signs to communicate. For example, dogs bark and lay their ears

back. dolphins communicate with one another by means of barks, clicks, whistles, and other

sound. Scientists have taught chimpanzees to speak to people in sign languages. However, most

scinetists agree that any culture include the use of symbols to be considered a culture.     

According to the passage, tool making .......................

is common among animals means making rather than using tools

refers to using a tool for second function is transferred from one species to another

39-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The word trait is closest in meaning to .......................

tool process invention characteristics

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is now thought that .....................

Animals had no culture in the past

Tool making is not the unique feature of man

Catching termites is hereditary in chimpanzees

Branches were originally used to whisk away flies

41-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which point is not considered to be shared by man and many animals?

using tools methods of catching

cultural traits communication through signs

42-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The first paragraph is mainly about ..........................

people who know the deep satisfaction that can be found in art

people who live painting a picture of a barn

people who can lose themselves in a book

people who love music 

43-

1.

2.

3.

4.

People who love music, who can lose themselves in a book, or who can spend hours painting a

picture of a barn, know the deep satisfaction that can be found in art. It is not easy to express this

satisfaction in words. But, in some partly mysterious way, works of art are among the things of

highest value in our lives.

A fine piece of music, a masterpiece of painting, or a first - rate play  has the power to capture and

hold our fullest and most concentrated attention. We are completely wrapped up in it, and

everything works out right. The music comes to the right close at the right time and in the right

way. The play ends, not necessarily on a happy note, but in a way that seems inevitable and

appropriate. As we grow more and more aware of the painting, its parts seem to belong together

and to be made for each other. We percieve harmony in the object, and feel harmony within

The main point of the second paragraph is stated in its ....................... sentence.

fourth third second first

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The best title for this passage can be ................

A first-rate play Enjoying the Arts

A masterpiece of music Painting a picture of a barn

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is implied in the passage that a play may end .......................

on a sad note only in one way

only in two ways in an inappropriate way

46-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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In paragraph one, the average woman in Britain is compared with the average man to show that

the average woman ................................

is more frequently promoted

has the same social position

does not have equal opportunities to the average man

is not paid at all

47-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The average woman in Britain earns less than the average man. She is usually employed in a lower-

paid job and she doesn't have the same benefits. She isn't promoted as often as the average man,

and she isn't offered the same training.

In addition, most women are not educated for a career. At university, there is a high percentage of

women studying subjects like language and literature (67.8 percent). But in engineering and

technology, the number is only 6.9 percent. 

Educastion is the only career subject with a high percentage of women(65.7 percent). Teaching is a

career which a lot of women choose. But teachers are not paid very highly and men are usually

The author considers the low percentage of woman studying subjects like engineering and

technology as a .......................

natural phenomenon positive trend

disadvantage challenge

48-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The focus of the third paragraph is on ....................

schooling problems learning about careers

teaching as highly occupation education as the major career of a woman

49-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In line four, "In addition" can be replaced with ..............

despite moreover certainly really

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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